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Program Requirements

YEAR ONE (32 CREDITS)

FALL SEMESTER (16 Credits)
- SED CE 853: Cnsl Health Psych, 2 cr
- SED CE 826: Int Beh Assess, 2 cr
- SED RS 654: Ed Inquiry, 4 cr
- SED DS 600: Culture, Race, Eth, 4 cr
- GRS PS 730: Hx & Systems, 4 cr

SPRING SEMESTER (16 Credits)
- SED CE 852: Prev in Coun Psych, 2 cr
- SED CE 848: Effects Ints Child, 2 cr
- SED RS 653: Quant Methods, 4 cr
- Human Development Req, 4 cr
- Bio Bases Psych Foundation, 4 cr

YEAR TWO (32 CREDITS)

FALL SEMESTER (16 Credits)
- SED CE 850: Th and Mod Sup and Con, 2 cr
- SED CE 854: Adv Res in CP, 2 cr
- SED RS 652: Qual Methods, 4 cr
- SED CE 846: Foundational Prac, 4 cr
- SED CE 801: Cog Aff Bases of Beh, 4 cr

SPRING SEMESTER (16 Credits)
- SED CE 851: Voc Psych, 2 cr
- SED CE 849: Effect Ints Adult, 2 cr
- GRS MA 684: Mult Reg, 4 cr
- SED CE 846: Foundational Prac, 4 cr
- SED CE 802: Social Bases of Beh, 4 cr

YEAR THREE (28 CREDITS)

FALL SEMESTER (14 Credits)
- SED CE 946: Adv Prac, 4 cr
- SED CE 926: Ass Prac - Child, 2 cr
- Concentration 1, 4 cr
- Concentration 2, 4 cr

SPRING SEMESTER (14 Credits)
- SED CE 946: Adv Prac, 4 cr
- SED CE 948: Sup Prac, 2 cr
- Adv Stats like SEM or HML, 4 cr
- Concentration 3, 4 cr

YEAR FOUR (6 CREDITS)

FALL SEMESTER (3 Credits)
- SED LC 999: Dissertation Adv, 3 cr
- Optional Externship

SPRING SEMESTER (3 Credits)
- SED LC 999: Dissertation Adv, 3 cr
- Optional Externship

YEAR FIVE (0 CREDITS)

FALL SEMESTER (0 Credits)
- Internship, 0 cr

SPRING SEMESTER (0 Credits)
- Internship, 0 cr

PSYCHOLOGY FOUNDATION

BIOLOGICAL BASES OF BEHAVIOR
- GMS BN 775: Human Neuropsych 1
- GMS BN 776: Human Neuropsych
- SSW HB 751: Human Neuropsych
- GMS BN 893: Child Clinical Neuropsych